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of a disposable material in a chain of logistics. As an integral

module (12) comprising electric energy supply means, data
processing means, data storage nonvolatile memory means

for storing information related to the packaging, time keep
ing means, and data transceiver means for transmitting and
receiving said information in communication With a host
computer (30). The electronic module also has sensor means

(14, 20) for detecting a changed physical condition of the
packaging and for signaling information representing said
changed physical condition to the electronic module (12) to
be stored in the memory means together With a notation of
time from the time keeping means.
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TAMPER EVIDENT PACKAGING
RELATED APPLICATION DATA

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of US. Provi
sional Application No. 60/452,447 ?led Mar. 6, 2003, Which

is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002]

The present invention is concerned With secure and

tamper evident packaging. Speci?cally, the invention is
directed to a packaging of a disposable material and a

method for monitoring the packaging particularly during
shipment in a chain of logistics.

violation, it Would be desirable to timestamp the event;
enabling tracking Where in the logistics chain the event
occurred.
OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0010] It is an object of the present invention to provide a
device and a method capable of monitoring a packaging

electronically and its unbroken integrity. Another object is to
enable a receiver of a packaging to verify the authenticity

and integrity of the shipment at arrival.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] In one aspect of the invention, a packaging of a
disposable material, in operative connection and as an

integral part of the packaging, has an electronic module
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Damage of goods in transportation is a major
problem in the ?eld of logistics. When a shipment is
received in a damaged condition, there are usually no

possibilities to track When the damage occurred, Which turns
the question of liability into an open question.

[0004] Further, intrusion and tamper events, such as illegal
opening and/or modi?cation of the content of the shipment
are major concerns When handling valuable or sensitive

comprising electric energy supply means, data processing
means, data storage nonvolatile memory means for storing
information related to the packaging, time keeping means,
and data transceiver means for transmitting and receiving
said information in communication With a host computer;
and sensor means for detecting a changed physical condition

of the packaging and for signaling information representing
said changed physical condition to the electronic module to
be stored in the memory means together With a notation of
time from the time keeping means.

[0012] Accordingly, the present invention is concerned

goods. Theft, Where valuable items are removed and stolen
from the shipment is one aspect and another is illegal

With a shipment process, comprising a packaging being sent

modi?cation of a shipment’s content. If a receiver claims
that a shipment Was not received in an expected condition,

from a sender to a receiver. The packaging is typically a box,
parcel, envelope or any similar container used to hold and

the sender cannot resolve if the receiver fraudulently claims

protect a shipment being delivered. The packaging is typi
cally made of disposable packaging material, such as card

that a theft or damage is due to an event in the logistics

chain.

board, paper, plastics etc., and is at the time of manufacture
prepared With an electronic module and printed sensors. The

[0005] Another aspect of logistics is concerns about a
shipment’s contents and origin at time of arrival to the
receiver. The origin and contents of a shipment is normally
identi?ed by an address label, Which generally cannot not be
veri?ed and authenticated by the receiver.

electronic module is electrically connected to the printed

[0006] Rising concerns about possible haZardous contents
of alien shipments, Where contents may include explosives,
poison, biological agents etc. poses a major threat for
organiZations and employees at time of arrival.

[0007] Traditional means of ensuring the integrity and
authenticity of a shipment include different types of sealing,
Where a tamper event can be visually detected at time of

arrival. Holograms, lacquer sealing, security printing and
other traditional methods of ensuring an item’s authenticity

is generally not strong enough to Withstand today’s sophis

sensors. The printed sensors are typically continuous traces

printed With conductive ink directly onto the packaging
material, or on a laminated polymer ?lm. The design of said
printed traces is made so any damage to the packaging
material causes a change in the electrical properties of the
trace, Which can be detected by the electronic module. Each
detection is stored as an alarm event, Which is stored

together With a timestamp for later processing.

[0013] The basic principle for detecting the integrity of the
packaging relies on continuous monitoring of the resistance
of the printed traces. In a simpli?ed form, it Would be
suf?cient to monitor if a trace is broken or not. A continuous

trace is then considered a non-tampered packaging and a

broken trace a tampered packaging. But this simpli?ed
approach Would make the system less secure, as an opponent

ticated methods of counterfeiting and fraud.

could possibly understand the design and layout of the

[0008] Automation of logistics typically include means

conductive traces. Such an opponent could then bypass a
trace With an external conductor and then open the packag

machine readable labels, such as bar codes, data matrix
ment can be read and processed by a host computer system.

ing Without detection. In contrast, if the resistance of the
traces is measured as an analog value, any change in

Current solutions generally provide little or no means of

resistance can be considered to be a second level of alarm

active authentication of the label itself. Any attempt to
illegally copy, modify or move the label should be detected

codes, RFID-tags etc., Where information about the ship

In summary, it Would be desirable to be able to

event. HoWever, the analog measurement approach must
take in account the possible natural changes in resistance,
due to aging, humidity, temperature and other sources of
drift, Which could potentially trigger a false alarm. By
printing additional reference traces, the relative change in

verify the origin, integrity and authenticity of the shipment

resistance betWeen the traces, Which are to be monitored,

at time of arrival to the receiver in an automated, highly
secure and dependable Way. In the case of an integrity

and minimiZes the risk of false alarms.

as an integrity violation.

[0009]

and the reference traces gives a more reliable measurement
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[0014] The printed sensors can also extend over areas With
recesses, Which are designed to break more easily than

[0022] The host computer system holds information about
individual shipments, such as description of contents,

corresponding continuous area of packaging material. Such
areas, When present in closing lids or ?aps With adhesive,

be transmitted to the packaging, using the communication

makes it more dif?cult for an opponent to avoid breaking

means, Where it is stored in the memory means. The host

traces When illegally opening the packaging.

degrade more easily When tampered. In combination With
the recesses mentioned above, the sensitivity of the detec

computer system can later retrieve said stored information,
using the communication means. In order to prevent poten
tial sensitive information from being retrieved by an alien
host computer system, the information stored in the memory
means can be encrypted using a suitable encryption algo
rithm. Any opponent retrieving information from a elec
tronic module does not have the secret key used for decryp

[0015] Further, by at least partial, preparing the substrate
prior to printing With a varnish, Which gives excellent
adhesion to the substrate, but gives moderate to loW adhe
sion to the printed traces, enables the traces to break or

address of receiver, stock number etc. Said information can

tion of the conductive traces can easily be tailored to ?t a

tion, making the received information useful for the desired

particular application.

receiver(s) only.

[0016] An additional feature involves detection of con
secutive events on a single channel, such as opening and
closing of a lid ?ap. The design mentioned above, With a

[0023] The authenticity of a packaging is veri?ed by the
host computer system by a challenge-response mechanism.

continuous trace, Which breaks When the packaging is
opened, does not alloW detection of multiple openings and

bits, generated by the host computer system, Which is

closings. For example, courier shipments may require
inspection by customs and therefore must alloW at least one

legal opening during the transport process. If a trace Would
break in that case, no detection of intrusion Would then be
possible after the trace Was broken.

[0017]

The detection feature relies on a capacitive inter

face printed on the packaging material. A closed ?ap forms
a capacitive element, Which When closed have a relatively
high capacitance, as the plates of the capacitive element are
in close proximity relative each other. When opened, the
distance betWeen the plates increases, Which leads to a sharp
decrease in capacitance. This change is used to detect if the
?ap is open or closed. If tampered, either by an attempt to

short circuit the capacitive plates, or by breaking them,
makes a signi?cant change in capacitance, Which can be
detected and used to generate different levels of alarms.

Typically, a challenge consists of a large sequence of random

transmitted to the electronic module, using the communica
tion means. The processing means of the microprocessor is

used to perform a cryptographic operation on the challenge
and the unique identity of the electronic module. The result
is then transmitted back to the host computer system, using
the communication means. The host computer system, When
initiated by a valid challenger, holds a list of unique iden
tities and its corresponding keys, can then verify the
received response to determine if the packaging is authentic.
[0024] Although described as a host computer system, the
system also Works Without having a single netWorked host
computer system. As long as the sender can supply the
receiver With a valid encryption and/or decryption key for
reading encrypted data and to verify a challenge-response to
the packaging, the system Works equally Well in an offline
scenario. A preferred method Would involve an extended

usage of a speci?c key or key pair for each relationship

[0018] The electronics module, comprising a micropro
cessor, including analog measurement means, processing

betWeen a sender and a receiver. Any time a receiver gets a

means, time keeping means, memory means, communica
tion means and poWer supply means, continuously monitors
the property of the sensor means. Changes in the sensor

cate the claimed identity and sender by using the key for the

means, considered as an alarm condition, is regarded as an

shipment from a claimed sender, the receiver can authenti

speci?c sender in question. Said key could, When received,
be stored in a database or any other form of media at the

event. Each event is recorded and stored in the memory

receiver’s computer used to retrieve information from
received shipments. The same scheme Would apply When

means together With a timestamp maintained by the time
keeping means.

reading encrypted information from shipments. The
exchange and maintenance of encryption keys could involve

[0019]

an appropriate state-of-the-art scheme for that purpose.

Each electronic module holds a unique identi?er,

typically a linear numeric sequence, assigned to the module
at the time of manufacturing. The identi?er is used to
uniquely identify an individual packaging Within a knoWn

collection of packages.
[0020]

The communication means, comprising a radio

telemetry transceiver, is used to exchange information With
a host computer system When placed in proximity to a host
transceiver, connected to said host computer system.

[0021] Initiated by the host computer system, an encryp
tion key can be generated, either as a key pair When using
asymmetric encryption, or a single key When using sym
metric encryption. The appropriate key can be transmitted
from the host computer system to the electronic module and
stored in its memory means. The memory means is orga

niZed in such a Way, so the encryption key only can be stored
and not retrieved using the communication means.

[0025]

In applications Where the temperature must be

Within a speci?c range, such as transportation of certain

types of food, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, etc., a tempera
ture sensor may be included in the electronic module.

Continuous monitoring and recording of the ambient tem
perature into the memory means, creates a reliable audit
trail, Which can be retrieved and checked at time of the

shipment’s arrival to the receiver.

[0026] In summary, the invention described above, intro
duces a poWerful and ?exible platform for monitor a ship
ment in a logistics chain. By continuous monitoring of
critical parameters, a reliable audit trail is generated, Which
can be further signed using cryptographic methods, to verify
the authenticity of the information and the shipment itself.
Disputes betWeen a sender and receiver and cases of non

repudiation can be resolved With a higher precision.
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[0027]

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

by authorities, such as customs officials, a single detection of

FIG. 1 shows diagrammatically a secure package

this alloWed opening and closing, Would alloW any opponent
to affect the shipment during the ?nal transport to the

according to the invention;
[0028] FIG. 2 is a diagrammatical representation of elec
tronic components of the invention;

[0029] FIG. 3 shoWs diagrammatically use of capacitive
elements for detecting repeated opening of a package; and
[0030]

FIG. 4 is a vieW illustrating an embodiment Where

conductive traces are applied With loW adherence to a

packaging.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

[0031] The preferred embodiment comprises a packaging
for a shipment (FIG. 1) more precisely a cardboard parcel
10. The packet is printed With a plurality of traces 14 (all
traces not shoWn for clarity in the FIG. 1), using electrically
conductive ink to form an integral part of the package. The

receiver.

[0036] By printing a planar patch area using conductive
ink on each of tWo facing sides of the packaging material,
such as present on a lid ?ap, a capacitive element 20 (FIG.

3A, 3B) is formed. The design of the packaging together
With the design of the capacitor patches can be con?gured so
that a capacitance maXimum is achieved When the lid is
closed, as is diagrammatically shoWn in FIG. 3A. When the
lid is opened, as shoWn in FIG. 3B, the distance betWeen the

capacitive patches 22, 24 increases and the capacitance
decreases. With this embodiment it is possible to detect of

multiple openings of a package.
[0037] As is indicated in FIG. 2, integrated into the
electronic module 12 is a temperature sensor, Which gives an

analog output signal proportional to the temperature of the
silicon chip. When mounted in a packaging material, the
temperature of the chip can be considered equal to the

temperature of the packaging. By continuously monitoring

traces eXtend over all areas of the parcel. If a physical

and storing the temperature, a temperature pro?le of the

damage occurs Which ruptures the cardboard, the conduc
tivity of at least one of the traces is signi?cantly changed. An
integrated Electronics Module (EM) 12, also attached to the

shipment can be folloWed from the sender to the receiver.

pack-age to form an integral part thereof, continuously
monitors the conductivity of the traces. Any signi?cant
change in conductivity is considered an alarm event, Which
is stored in a memory in the EM 12. In order to compensate

for drift in the electric conductivity in traces, a reference
trace 16 is included. Rather than measuring the absolute
value of the resistance of traces 14, the relationship betWeen
the trace to be measured 14 and the reference trace 16 gives
a more reliable reading.

[0032] The printed traces 12, 16 are preferably printed
using carbon-graphite based ink in a thermoplastic resin.
Apart from the bene?t of using loW-cost carbon ink, the
relatively high resistance of carbon-based inks, makes rela
tive changes easier to detect.

[0038]

Communication With a host computer system 30

(FIG. 2) is performed using the printed antenna 18, 18‘ (not
shoWn in FIG. 1). The preferred embodiment relies on a

capacitive coupling patch-antenna system as described in
US. Pat. No. 6,615,023. An inductive coupling telemetry
method, such as 13.56 MHZ Radio-Frequency Identi?cation
(RFID) Would add some bene?ts, but Would inevitably lead
to a higher cost for integration of a tuned metallic loop
antenna.

[0039]

Information sent from a host system can be

encrypted using either symmetric encryption, such as DES,
3-DES or AES, or asymmetric encryption, such as RSA.

Only a valid receiver in possession of the appropriate key for
decryption can read the information retrieved from the

packaging.
[0040]

The sender can supply the receiver With the appro

[0033] As previously mentioned and indicated on FIG. 4,
betWeen the printed traces 14 and a corresponding face 11 of

priate decryption key, using any state-of-the-art key
eXchange and management protocol, by courier mail, e-mail

the package there can be a adhesive 28, such as a varnish

or any other secure form of transportation.

layer that has a loWer adhesion to the package than to the
conductive traces 14.
[0034]

The EM 12 can be a detachable electronic module,

made of standard electronic components, comprising func
tionality shoWn in FIG. 2. In the preferred embodiment, the
functionality of the EM 12 is integrated into an Application
Speci?c Integrated Circuit (ASIC). The ASIC is mounted on
a small plastic ?lm carrier, Which is attached to the substrate

of the packaging material, using adhesive. The adhesive is
preferably an electrical conductive heat-activated glue, but
favorable results have also been achieved using anisotropic
pressure sensitive adhesive, conductive in the Z-aXis only.
This design alloWs a loW-cost solution to make the sensor

and detection system an integral part of the packaging. The
loW-cost solution alloWs the customer to dispose of the

packaging or keep the packaging for eXtended periods,

[0041] The same mechanism applies for packet authenti
cation, Where a key stored by the sender in the EM is used
by the receiver to verify that a claimed identity is authentic.
[0042]

1. The receiver retrieves the identity ID of a

received packaging.
[0043] 2. The receiver retrieves the identity of the
sender from the packaging.

[0044] 3. The receiver retrieves the appropriate
encryption key K for the claimed sender from a local
database.
[0045]

4. The receiver generates a long random num

ber S, typically 96 bits.
[0046]

5. S is sent as a challenge to the packaging.

Without need to introduce a recycling system.

[0035] The conductive trace design described above
alloWs detection of a single event only. When broken, the
trace 14 cannot detect additional closings and openings. For
special purposes, such as a parcel that needs to be inspected

[0047] 6. The packaging encrypts S together With the
packaging identity and sends back the result as the
response, R.
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[0048] 7. The receiver decrypts R. If the decrypted
response matches S and ID, the shipment is consid

[0070] 4. B publishes KBD as its of?cial key for
signature veri?cation of a shipment.

ered to be authentic.

[0049] A full scenario describes a secure packaging P,
being shipped from sender A to receiver B, using a courier
company C. When B receives P, B Wants to be assured that
P really comes from A, as claimed, and further, that P has not
been compromised or damaged after being sent from A.

[0071] 5. C generates an asymmetric key pair, KCE
and KCD, for encryption and decryption respectively.
[0072] 6. C publishes KCD as its of?cial key for
signature veri?cation of a shipment.
[0073]

[0074] 1. A signs the shipment, Where P generates a
random number SA, Which is signed by A, using

[0050] A Wants to be assured that a shipment has
arrived to B, and that B have accepted it.

KAE. The result, D A is stored together With S A, in P,
and the event is timestamped in P. Once Written to P,

[0051] B Wants to be assured that a shipment is
authentic, intact and uncompromised before even

S A and D A cannot be altered.

accepting it from C at the time of delivery.
[0052] All parties Wants to be able to resolve any
con?ict if, When and then implicitly Where a damage

[0075]

2. A handles over P to C.

[0076]

3. C veri?es the integrity of P and presence

or tamper event has occurred.

[0053]

and authenticity of S A and D A using KAD.

[0077]

The protocol is described as:

[0054]

4. C decides to accept P. C signs the shipment,

Where P generates a random number Sc, Which is

1. A loads P With desired contents.

signed by C, using KCD. The result, Dc is stored
together With Sc, in P, and the event is time-stamped

[0055] 2. A seals P, by physically closing the pack

in P. Once Written to P, Sc and Dc cannot be altered.

aging and attaches an appropriate adhesive sealing
on P.

[0056]

The protocol is described as:

[0078]

5. A veri?es the presence and authenticity of

Sc and Dc using KCD.

3. A retrieves and stores P’s unique identity

ID.

[0079]

6. The liability for the packaging is noW in the

hands of C.

[0057] 4. A generates an encryption key K, Which is
stored in the packaging.

[0080]

7. C delivers P to B.

[0058] 5. A sends an identity string to the packaging,
identifying the sender.

[0081]

8. C veri?es the integrity of P and presence

[0059] 6. A “arms” the packaging by entering an
initial timestamp and enables continuous monitoring

[0082] 9. B decides to accept P. B signs the reception
of P, Where P generates a random number SB, Which

and authenticity of S A and D A using KAD.

of the state of packaging.
[0060]

is signed by B, using KBE. The result, DB is stored
together With SB, in P, and the event is timestamped

7. A handles P to C.

in P. Once Written to P, SB and DB cannot be altered.

[0061] 8. Anoti?es B that a shipment With identity ID
and key K has been shipped.

[0083]

10. C veri?es the presence and authenticity of

SB and DB using KBD.
[0062]

9. C delivers P to B.

[0063]

10. Before B accepts the delivery, B checks

[0084]

11. The liability for the packaging is noW in

the hands of B.

the package authenticity by verifying ID and K.
[0085]

[0064] 11. B checks the packaging integrity by
retrieving the integrity log, Which is decrypted using
key K. Any damage, opening or excessive tempera
ture may cause B to reject the shipment from A and
handle it back to C. The dispute over the rejected
delivery is then to be resolved betWeen A and C.

[0065] A further enhancement to the protocol described
above can be added in order to avoid the condition of B

denying to having received P from C.

[0066] Prerequisites:
[0067] 1. A generates an asymmetric key pair, KAE
and KAD, for encryption and decryption respectively.

[0068] 2. A publishes KAD as its of?cial key for
signature veri?cation of a shipment.

[0069] 3. B generates an asymmetric key pair, KBE
and KBD, for encryption and decryption respectively.

The protocol described above noW marks clear

steps in the liability of the shipment. Any dispute over
missing items, tamper attempts or transport damages can be
resolved. The presence of quali?ed digital signatures may
alloW disputes to be resolved in court.
What is claimed is:

1. A packaging of a disposable material comprising, in
operative connection and as an integral part of the packag

ing:
an electronic module comprising:

electric energy supply means,

data processing means,
data storage nonvolatile memory means for storing
information related to the packaging,

time keeping means, and
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data transceiver means for transmitting and receiving

9. The method of claim 7, further including registering

said information in communication With a host com

said initial information in said electronic unit through a

puter; and

Wireless transceiver in said packaging.

sensor means for detecting a changed physical condition

of the packaging and for signaling information repre
senting said changed physical condition to the elec
tronic module to be stored in the memory means

together With a notation of time from the time keeping
means.

2. The packaging according to claim 1, Wherein said
sensor means comprises electrically conductive elements

printed to faces of said packaging, said changed condition
comprising a change in impedance of said conductive ele
ments When breaking the integrity of the packaging.
3. The packaging according to claim 2, Wherein said
electrically conductive elements comprise electrically con
ductive traces, Wherein said change of in impedance com

prises changing the conductivity by rupturing a conductive
trace.

4. The packaging according to claim 3, Wherein said
electrically conductive traces are attached to said faces of

the packaging, said conductive traces having variable adhe
sion to the substrate, said faces being attached by an
adhesive, covering said conductive traces, said traces
designed to, at least partially, rupture When said adhesive
being subjected a destructive force.

5. The shipment packaging according to claim 2, Wherein
said electrically conductive elements comprise electrically
conductive traces, Wherein said change of electrical state

comprises changing a capacitance by conductive patches
being moved relative to each other.
6. The packaging according to claim 1, Wherein said
sensor means further comprises a temperature sensor,

Wherein said changed condition is a changed temperature.
7. A method of monitoring a packaging of a disposable

material, comprising:
applying a printed pattern of electric conductive material

10. The method of claim 9, Wherein said transceiver is a

capacitive transceiver.
11. The method of claim 7, Wherein said information
representing said physical condition of the packaging com
prises a unique packaging identi?er.
12. A packaging of a disposable material comprising, in
operative connection and as an integral part of the packag

ing:
an electronic module comprising:
an electric energy supply,
a data processor,

a data storage nonvolatile memory that stores informa

tion related to the packaging,
a time keeper, and
a data transceiver that transmits and receives said
information in communication With a host computer;
and

a sensor that detects a changed physical condition of the

packaging and that signals information representing
said changed physical condition to the electronic mod
ule to be stored in the memory together With a notation

of time from the time keeper.
13. The packaging according to claim 12, Wherein said
sensor comprises electrically conductive elements printed to
faces of said packaging, said changed condition comprising
a change in impedance of said conductive elements When

breaking the integrity of the packaging.
14. The packaging according to claim 13, Wherein said
electrically conductive elements comprise electrically con
ductive traces, Wherein said change of in impedance com

prises changing the conductivity by rupturing a conductive
trace.

on faces of said disposable material for forming sensors

15. The packaging according to claim 14, Wherein said

capable of detecting changes of a physical condition of

electrically conductive traces are attached to said faces of

the packaging;
repeatedly transmitting and receiving electric signals to

the packaging, said conductive traces having variable adhe
sion to the substrate, said faces being attached by an
adhesive, covering said conductive traces, said traces
designed to, at least partially, rupture When said adhesive
being subjected a destructive force.

and from said sensors to detect said changes;

registering information including said detected changes
together With a point in time When they occurred of said
physical condition in an electronic unit integral With

said packaging; and
transmitting said information from said electronic unit to
a host computer.

8. The method of claim 7, further including registering
initial information in said electronic unit representing said
physical condition of the packaging in an initial stage of a

chain of logistics.

16. The shipment packaging according to claim 13,
Wherein said electrically conductive elements comprise
electrically conductive traces, Wherein said change of elec
trical state comprises changing a capacitance by conductive
patches being moved relative to each other.
17. The packaging according to claim 12, Wherein said
sensor further comprises a temperature sensor, Wherein said

changed condition is a changed temperature.
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